
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

The Union City Public Library is a municipal 
public library located in the City of Union City in 
Hudson County, New Jersey. Many cultural 
luminaries have called Union City home, including 
actor Bobbi Cannavale, Senator Bob Menendez, 
and gold medal winning Olympic athlete Otis 
Davis. The community borders North Bergen, 
West New York, Weehawken, and Jersey City. The 
closest PALS Plus libraries within driving distance 
are Clifton and Passaic.  According to the 2010 
Census, Union City is the most densely populated 
city in the United States. 
 
Through its main facility, a Carnegie library with a 
gorgeous stained glass window, and a branch, the 
library serves a diverse community of 66,455, 
primarily composed of residents of Hispanic or 
Latino descent.   
 
The library is currently a stand-alone and is running 
the Follett integrated library system supplemented 
with Follett’s discovery platform as the online 
public access catalog. The library’s contract with 
Follett expires in June 2019. 
 
Elena Tsomaeva, formerly of Roselle Park, is the 
newly appointed director. 
 
The library is requesting Partner membership in 
PALS Plus, which would entitle them to the 
WorkFlows integrated library system and the shared 
collection, beginning in the autumn of 2019.  The 
library is planning to license a computer 
management system, such as EnvisionWare, 
separately and may consider Full membership once 
patron PC usage figures are accurately measured. 
 

Note on Methodology 
The figures used to calculate the PALS Plus totals 
were obtained from the 2018 New Jersey State 
Survey filings. Two PALS Plus libraries do not file 
a survey, therefore the data is incomplete. However, 
as the majority of our libraries do file the survey, 
there is sufficient data to provide clear, if somewhat 
incomplete, totals for PALS Plus libraries as a 
means of reference. 

Financials 
In 2018, the Union City Public Library’s local tax 
support was $1,354,503 with total operating 
expenditures of $1,198,487. Considering the mean 
and median tax support of PALS Plus libraries 
($1,210,884 and $713,725, respectively) and total 
operating expenditures ($1,199,982 and $684,443, 
respectively), the Union City Public Library falls 
above the median of PALS Plus libraries.  

Collection 
The Union City Public Library holds a collection of 
92,365 volumes in the following formats:  
 

Books 85,623 
Videos 3,886 
Serials 136 

 
The collection mean and median of PALS Plus 
libraries is 81,863 and 56,268, respectively.  The 
collection size of the Union City Public Library 
would rank it above the mean and median.   
  
In 2018, $46,038 was spent on library materials.  
The mean and median material expenditures of 
PALS Plus libraries is $70,971 and $58,986, 
respectively.  The money’s spent in 2018 would 
rank the Union City Public Library’s materials 
expenditures below the mean and median. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

 
 

Circulation 
In 2018, the Union City Public Library circulated a 
total of 65,339 items, broken down as follows:  
 

Adult 22,824 
Juvenile 42,516 

 
The mean and median total circulation of PALS 
Plus libraries is 97,650 and 40,940, respectively. The 
circulation totals for the Union City Public Library 
rank it below the mean, but above the median. It 
should be noted, however, that PALS Plus 
circulation totals may include transits sent to other 
libraries. As such, the PALS Plus circulation 
numbers would appear higher than what they 
actually are.  

Network 
The Union City Public Library is requesting Partner 

membership, entitling the library to the WorkFlows 

ILS and the shared collection.  As such, there will 

be no impact on our infrastructure or bandwidth 

capacity.  Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) installed 

on staff machines running the WorkFlows client 

will allow for secure transactions.  

Contribution to Assessment 
As a Partner Member, the Union City Public 
Library, would contribute to the ILS/Consortium 
fees of our operating budget.  
 
The PALS Plus funding formula relies on specific 
usage metrics captured throughout the year. As it is 
not feasible to capture the metrics for non-member 
libraries, approximate usage statistics were used to 
calculate the Union City Public Library’s 
contribution to the annual assessment.  
 
To that end, if the Union City Public Library had 
been a member for the entirety of FY19, they would 
have contributed $21,384, roughly 3%, to 
operations.  If approved for membership in FY19, 
the library’s assessment would be prorated for the 
remainder of the fiscal year.  
 

Additionally, as a new member, the Union City 
Public Library would contribute a one-time fee of 
$10,000 to be added to PALS Plus reserves. 

Conclusion 
Ms. Tsomaeva is grateful and enthusiastic about 
Union City Public Library’s membership in PALS 
Plus, as she looks at the demographic makeup of 
her community, she sees how her community and 
our libraries would benefit from their membership. 
She states, “The library serves a very urban low-
income mostly Spanish-speaking community.  The 
City of Union City also has a large and growing 
Arabic-speaking population as well.  It is hard to 
provide high-quality services to the community in 
the resource-sharing world as a stand-alone library.”   
 
She adds, “The Union City Public library will be 
honored to join the PALS Plus consortium.  The 
library will not only benefit from the sharing of 
library resources available in both print and digital 
formats but also from sharing the ideas and advice 
from the other member libraries. The membership 
in PALS Plus will give the library staff the 
opportunities for professional development and 
networking with the libraries servicing similar 
socioeconomic demographics.” 
 
I understand and agree with Ms. Tsomaeva’s 
assessment of the value of being part of a 
consortium serving a diverse community such as 
ours and would consider Union City Public Library 
a fine addition to PALS Plus. 
 
 


